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Are Project Developers Knights
and Researchers Queens?
How do project developers at universities view their customers – the researchers, and how do they see themselves as a profession? Does this view influence their motivation and what challenges does it impose? Taking elements of theory from Public
Service Motivation (PSM) and linking it with a small empirically based survey among the project developers at a centrally located office at a university in Denmark – these questions are sought to be answered. The focal point being the motivation of
the project developer, with special emphasis on their user perception, and the practical implications it has for leadership and
organisational structures.

Abstract

developers as a profession

Researchers are Queens

Impact

The knowledge of project developers as a profession in Denmark has so far not received a

If you are to translate the expressions for the user perception from the project developers to Le

What is the impact of this knowledge? Does it influence the way we work – and how? Three

lot of attention, and the motivation and norms of this type of employee has not previously

Grand’s model some of the keywords are: committed, ambitious, passionate, and professional.

interesting perspectives can be brought to the attention of employees and leaders of RSOs:

been examined. This knowledge is important to attract employees with the best possible

The words relate primarily to the understanding of the top half of the model (Queens). There

competences, and increase employee job satisfaction and level of job quality.

are not a lot of passive understandings in the perceptions of their users. The researchers

1 Intrinsic motivated Project Developers

are not seen as submissive beneficiaries but as active dedicated people who pushes a high

PSM is regarded as a specific sub-type of intrinsic work motivation in the public

The input to this investigation takes its offset in two sets of data. A user survey from 2011

standard, also for the people around them, offering services. Le Grand’s description of Pawns

sector. It must therefore be possible to apply the implications of intrinsic motivated

(based on 224 questionnaires to university researchers) and a small qualitative questionnaire

as passive victims of circumstances without individual capacity for independent actions could

employees to the project developer arena. To nurture the intrinsic motivated

survey from 2013 (12 respondents) of the project developers at the Research Support

not be further from the researchers in the experience of the project developers in this survey.

employees, leadership must be indirect; a protecting leadership where the boundaries

Office at Aarhus University.

Queens are understood as ACTIVE AGENTS with GREAT POWER and INDIVIDUAL NEEDS.

are drawn, and employees are helped to form meaningful visions that incorporates
their PSM values.

2 Project Developers as Paternalistic Knights
Having shown a tendency to be ‘paternalistic knights’, project developers should be
aware of this tendency. Especially when designing future services. It is important to

Public Service motivation

include the user orientation and not just act on requirements that they themselves
see as relevant. They need to be open to knowledge from users of their services

Public Service Motivation (PSM) assumes bureaucrats, as project developers are, are

and include their feedback, requirements and wishes in evaluation of procedures.

characterized by an ethic to serve the public. They act out of a commitment to the

It is imperative that this understanding and underlying tendency is articulated

common good rather than mere self-interest. PSM can be described as ‘an individual’s

and processed to avoid self-reinforcing feedback loops that diminish efficiency

predisposition to respond to motives grounded primarily or uniquely in public institutions

and user satisfaction. To achieve this, meaningful feedback is essential and it is

and organisations’ (Perry, 1996). Public service provision has recently been theorized

important that models for relevant feedback is incorporated into the organisational

as being populated by knights and knaves delivering services to queens and pawns (Le

structures of RSO.

Grand, 2003). How do project developers and researchers fit into this model, and can it
provide us with a new angle when discussing motivational aspects and quality of service in

3 Systems turning Queens to Pawns

Research Support Offices, and also just in general about project developers as a profession?

Researchers are most definitively Queens even though the systems sometimes can
seem different trying to treat them as a uniform group with standardized needs.
Reducing Queens to Pawns to incorporate them in homogeneous administrative
systems will often backfire and Le Grand’s perspective can be used to shed light on
why this is. It is necessary to create more customized systems with the possibility of

Le Grand’s Knights, Knaves,
Pawns & Queens

individual adaptation; no ‘one size fits all’. Organisational structures must allow for a
large degree of flexibility for their users. When standardized systems are necessary
an important focus is transparency of the systems in order to reduce the feeling of
organisational injustice.

The influential work by Le Grand (Le Grand, 2003 & 2010) assume that people are either 100%
altruistic (called Knights) driven by their need to help others for no private reward, even to the
detriment of their own interests. In the other end of the spectra are Knaves that are motivated
by a 100% self-centred motivation. There are seldom pure forms of these motivational extremes
– but often anywhere in-between depending not only on the person but also the context.

Project Developers are Knights…
Paternalistic Knights?

The other spectrum refers to the perception of the user on a continuum from Queens

Taking data from the questionnaires indicates that for project developers it is ‘the higher

to Pawns. Queens are active agents with great power contrary to Pawns that as their

purpose’ that motivates them. It is therefore the left side of the quadrant in Le Grand’s figure

chess board counterpart are the least valuable. Pawns are contrary to Queens passive

that forms the basis of their work motivation. They see themselves as Knights though in

users for whom a universal often relatively limited standard service is adequate.

varying degrees. The project developers were asked to finish the sentence: “Researchers
are…” as well as describing a researcher with three words. I have gathers the phrases in

The above considerations can be summarized in figure 1 where the placement in the four

positive and negative statements in table 1. The major part has a positive association –

quadrants can be used to visualise the project developer and the main users – the researchers.

where some can have a dual and supercilious tone, which could be grouped as paternalistic.

Conclusion
Motivation and user perception are two important angles when looking at user and
employee satisfaction as well as efficiency and quality of work at Research Support
Offices all around the world. As exemplified by a small Danish survey, and with the use
of Le Grand’s model for public policy, some important points have been highlighted:
Project Developers see their users as active empowered agents – as Queens, and they
are drawn towards these aspects, and at the same time a tendency towards acting as
know-it-all paternalistic Knights are pushing their users in a direction of Pawns. It is
important to include genuine user orientation and meaningful feedback to achieve quality
of work and reach better solutions. Supporting Project Developers in their intrinsic work

Inspiring

Queens

Egocentric
High standards

Individualistic
Ambitions

Impassionated
Dedicated
Creative
Indispensable

Figure 1
Le Grand’s model (2003)
including statements from
the questionnaire survey of
the project developers at
the Research Support Office
at Aarhus University on the
relation to research-ers as
users of their services.

motivation can be done by offering organisational structures that fulfils their need for PSM.

Positive statements

Knights

Knaves
Curious Kids
Clever - in their field
Convinced they are the smartest

Exhausting
Also kind of human

PAWN

Negative statements

Paternalistic statements

• Ambitious, thorough, patient, careful, committed,

• Absent-minded, egocentric, egoist

• Researchers are convinced they are the smartest

curious, enthusiastic, hard-work, impassioned, creative,

• Researchers are often exhausting for their surrounding

• Researchers are clever – in their field

• Researchers believe their field of research is the most

• Researchers are also kind of human

individualistic, high standards, skilled, professional,
most often receptive towards our assistance, persistent,
innovative, boundary pushing, knowledgeable, dedicate,

important for all

indispensable, inspiring, industrious, unorthodox

• Researchers are as curious kids; needing help to
fulfil their full potential

Table 1. Statements and phrases from the questionnaire grouped in positive, negative and paternalistic statements.
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